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Featuring the insights, strategies, and experiences of the sportâ€™s top coaches, The Hockey

Coaching Bible sets a new standard for those who teach the game, develop the players, and

dominate the ice. Whether head coach or assistant, at the youth level or professional, you will find a

wealth of information to improve performance and strengthen your program.   Youâ€™ll go inside

the game with 16 of hockeyâ€™s most respected teachers:   â€¢ Joe Bertagna   â€¢ Bill Cleary   â€¢

Tom Anastos   â€¢ Guy Gadowsky   â€¢ Mike Schafer   â€¢ Marty Palma   â€¢ Hal Tearse   â€¢ Mike

Cavanaugh   â€¢ Jack Parker   â€¢ Rick Comley   â€¢ Mark Dennehy   â€¢ Ben Smith   â€¢ E.J.

McGuire   â€¢ George Gwozdecky   â€¢ Nate Leaman   â€¢ Mike Eaves   Every facet of coaching is

covered. The book features the most effective drills for developing players at each position and

in-game strategies for various game situations, including offensive, defensive, and neutral-zone play

and power plays and penalty kills.   In addition to on-ice Xs and Os, youâ€™ll find sage advice for

building a program from the ground up, furthering your professional development as a coach, and

gaining community and parental support for projecting a positive image and earning the respect of

your players and supporters.   Never has there been a more comprehensive coaching resource on

the game. With The Hockey Coaching Bible, youâ€™ll build your program into a powerhouse.  v
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The Hockey Coaching Bible is a compilation of chapters written about college hockey from some

highly prestigious coaches who are experts in the field. Though the book seems to be marketed for

coaches at any level, I think it would be a worthwhile read for any hockey parent or spectator who



wants to learn more about the game. The early chapters discuss such topics as recruiting practices,

team mission, professional responsibility, funding and community support and putting together a

new team. They were interesting and informative. However, I really enjoyed the sections which

discussed the ideal skills necessary for each position on the team and specific drills, plays and

tactics used in practice and competition. As a college hockey season ticket holder, it will increase

my ability to understand and appreciate what I am watching. I know some hockey moms who admit

to not really knowing the game; this book would certainly help!Lastly, for those of you like me who

have been enjoying the game for decades now, interwoven in the chapters is reference to the

evolution of the sport as well as developing trends for the future. These brought back happy

memories of my youth and made me feel like I had some insider info for the future.

This book is great for that Coach yearning to learn more. It is based mostly on NCAA hockey. And

THAT is the only reason I didn't give it 5 stars. If I KNEW it was so much about college hockey

before I bought it, I'd give it 5. '

I received this as a review copy. I am not a hockey coach but live in hockey country and know many

people involved in the sport. I think this book would be very useful for anyone coaching or

attempting to start up a club program (for any sport for that matter, but obviously in particular for

hockey)...there are a lot of descriptions of different aspects of the game, as well as aspects of

developing your team, team philosophy, etc. As a spectator, I found many of the descriptions of

strategies and different playing styles interesting and useful in my understanding of the sport, and

there were a lot of neat little tidbits about hockey history as well. My hometown of Austin, MN even

gets a nod in the annals of hockey history!I liked that each chapter is written by a different prominent

coach, and there is a description of each coach's experience in the back of the book.
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